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Ethereum Anniversary Special Event
Recordings Now Available!

Thank you to those who were able to join us last month in celebrating six years of
Ethereum! We hope you enjoyed our virtual event to highlight Ethereum’s emergence
as a driving force for innovation in business and commerce. 

If you were unable to attend or want to hear the presentations again, the recordings are
now available. You will hear industry leaders discussing why Ethereum has become the
fastest growing and most trusted blockchain network and how it will drive the next cycle
of business and technical innovation! Click below to see the agenda with a link to each
presentation.

Access the Recordings

Trusted Compute Office Hours Series #1: 
Hardware vs. Software-Based Trusted Compute Approaches

September 7, 2021

The EEA Trusted Compute Working Group is hosting a series of open office hours to
educate the EEA community about how to use trusted compute with blockchains (and
public blockchains in particular) to further adoption. You will gain advice and resources
from subject matter experts to help you overcome the implementation and adoption
challenges of trusted compute projects. 

Register Now

EEA Education Series:  
A Manual for Ethereum Network Operations 

for Public/Private Networks
September 8, 2021

During this webinar, Antoine Toulme from Machine.io and Splunk will discuss how to
set up and monitor your Ethereum infrastructure to prevent downtime. He will review the
latest best practices for redundancy and security, and cover secret management, key
management, network security, and upgrade policies. He will also demonstrate several
approaches for private networks using private enclaves versus public, non-
permissioned networks. 

Register Now

August EEA London Virtual Meetup

This virtual EEA London Meetup, hosted by Conor Svensson of Web3 Labs, featured a
fireside chat and Q+A session with Joseph Lubin, CEO and founder of ConsenSys,
and a presentation by Sunil Jose, Director of Product at AlphaWallet and Project
Manager at Alchemy NFT about NFT manipulation, ticketing, and token distribution. 

EEA August Education Series: 
Deep Dive into EEA Community Projects

At this recent EEA Education Series event, EEA Executive Director Dan Burnett and
OASIS Executive Director Guy Martin discussed the motivations behind the EEA
Community Projects partnership, the advantages for both organizations, and the
positive impact they expect on the Ethereum industry as a result. Hear the recording.

Although the summer holidays offered some people a break, many of our groups are
using this time to plan and prepare for a burst of work! Here is a glimpse of what they
have been up to.

Interest Group Updates

The DeFi Interest Group has recently launched with new chairs: John Ho, Niko
Casagrande and Ajit Tripathi. During their first meeting, they set the scene for an
ongoing schedule of work and discussion on topics of interest.

The Eth2 Interest Group has been testing a new calendaring system that they are
looking to roll out across groups as an administrative improvement. 

The Tokenization Interest Group will shortly be surveying EEA members on issues
related to tokenization as part of their work plan.

Technical Working Group Updates 

The EthTrust Security Levels Working Group has a new chair, Chris Cordi, a security
expert with Splunk. We are confident that with his help the group's work will continue to
accelerate.

The newly rechartered Trusted Execution Working Group has been planning their
webinar series, and the first Office Hours session about hardware and software for
secured computing is scheduled for September 7.

The Core Specifications and Crosschain Interoperability Working Groups have
been working quietly through the month, and the NIST Authority to Operate Working
Group will be starting its working schedule this month.

The Testing Working Group continues to work on faster, simpler approaches to setting
up Enterprise Ethereum blockchains for testing purposes, as well as defining
conformance testing for other EEA specifications.

Join the EEA to participate in these activities. Good standards are developed
through collaboration between competitive implementers and their customers to ensure
that we are solving real problems. Becoming a member of the EEA would grant your
organization’s employees access to our collaboration site and the opportunity to join our
various technical groups. Learn more about EEA membership here.

BlockApps and Genesis – Blockchain for Beef Bring
Transparency to Meat Supply Chain

Genesis – Blockchain for Beef leverages BlockApps’ TraceHarvest Network blockchain
platform to improve visibility into the health and story of animal products, from farm to
table. Read more.

Gaming Social Network Fruitlab selects Aventus Network’s
Blockchain Technology to Process Fruitlab Tokens - PIPs

Aventus Network, a layer-2 blockchain protocol that brings scalability, speed and lower
costs to Ethereum transactions, has partnered with fruitlab, the innovative social
network of gamers, to enable creators and community members to earn revenue and
compete for value. Read more.

Member Spotlight: BSOS

As an EEA member, BSOS is part of the EEA community of organizations working to
advance Ethereum and drive industry adoption. In the Q&A below, the EEA interviewed
CEO and Co-founder Daniel Huang about how BSOS is contributing to the ecosystem
to help Ethereum reach its full potential. Read more.

Welcome to Our Newest Member

The EEA welcomes new EEA member zkTube, a Layer 2 protocol which uses Zero-
Knowledge proof and ZK-Rollup to realize low transaction fees and high throughput
transaction‘s in ETH.

Coindesk, At EEA Event EY’s Paul Brody Discusses Improving Royalty Distribution 
Cointelegraph, NFTs to become a major focus
BlockApps, BlockApps and Genesis – Blockchain for Beef Bring Transparency to Meat
Supply Chain
The Coin Republic, Ethereum Blockchain to help Microsoft fight piracy issues
NASDAQ, ConsenSys Chief Joe Lubin: Ethereum’s ‘Enterprise’ Play Is Evolving 
Zktube, zkTube Joins the Enterprise Ethereum Alliance (EEA) 

See More

Read about EEA members in the news here.

Become a Member

The EEA enables organizations to adopt and use Ethereum technology in their daily
business operations. We empower the Ethereum ecosystem to develop new business
opportunities, drive industry adoption, and learn and collaborate with one another. Our
global community of members is made up of leaders, adopters, innovators, developers,
and businesses that collaborate to create an open, decentralized web for the benefit of
everyone. Join us and contribute to our work!

Learn more about EEA membership and contact membership@entethalliance.org.

Connect with us

Enterprise Ethereum Alliance is a trademark of the Ethereum Foundation. Use of the trademark by Enterprise
Ethereum Alliance is authorized by a license granted by the Ethereum Foundation. The license to use does not

create a partnership, agency, sponsorship, endorsement or any other similar relationship between the Enterprise
Ethereum Alliance and the Ethereum Foundation.
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